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Caribbean archaeological heritage is threatened by natural impacts but also 
increasingly by economic developments, often resulting from the tourist industry. 
The continuous construction of specific projects for tourists, accompanied by illegal 
practices such as looting and sand mining, have major impacts on the region’s 
archaeological heritage. The geopolitical and cultural diversity of the Caribbean, the 
general lack of awareness of island histories and multiple stakeholders involved in the 
preservation process, have in many cases slowed down the effective enforcement of 
regulations and heritage legislation. 

The development of archaeological heritage management (AHM) in the Dutch 
Caribbean islands started slowly in the early years of their semi-autonomy within 
the Kingdom of the Netherlands from 1954 onwards. With the dissolution of 
the Netherlands Antilles on 10 October 2010, Curaçao and St. Martin obtained 
a more autonomous status within the Kingdom, similar to Aruba has since 
1986. Simultaneously, Bonaire, Saba and St. Eustatius became special overseas 
municipalities of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Consequently, these islands now 
fall under Dutch regulations for cultural resource management. Irrespective of these 
geopolitical changes, AHM has been developing on the six islands over the past 
25 years, partly because of the active role of localized island-specific archaeological 
institutions.

This volume provides a background to the history of archaeological research in the 
Dutch Caribbean and compiles a number of compliance archaeology projects that 
have been carried out under and in the spirit of the Valetta Treaty. In addition, with 
its discussion of the successful creation of localized community-based archaeological 
heritage associations serving as an excellent model for other island communities in 
the Caribbean, this volume represents a unique contribution to AHM in a wider 
regional perspective.
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Heritage management of an 18th-
century slave village at Schotsenhoek 
plantation, St. Eustatius

Ruud Stelten 

Introduction

In May 2012 the St. Eustatius Center for Archaeological Research (SECAR) was 
contracted to carry out an excavation at a property locally known as ‘The Farm’, 
belonging to NuStar, the island’s oil terminal. NuStar’s plan to construct a new 
laydown area was going to impact an archaeological site identified by the author 
in 2011 during an initial survey and the digging of a test trench. Situated on 
a hill slope, the area was planned to be leveled thus impacting any features of 
past human activity that might have survived in the ground. During the 2011 
campaign the site was determined to be the late-eighteenth- to early-nineteenth-
century dumping area for the adjacent Schotsenhoek sugar plantation. Beneath 
the thousands of artifacts collected in the test trench, several earlier features 
(postholes and pits) were discovered. The main goal of the 2012 campaign was to 
document any additional features present below the deposits from the dumping 
area. For six weeks in May and June, the author and several volunteers excavated 
and documented 188 features, and collected and analyzed numerous artifacts.

After analysis of the findings, the site could be interpreted as a village of 
enslaved Africans. The investigators presumed that there were still parts of the 
slave village that had not been excavated. Therefore, in January, February and 
March 2013 a field school was set up and the remaining parts of the settlement 
were investigated with the help of students and volunteers. In these subsequent 
campaigns, another 175 features were excavated and documented. In this chapter, 
the combined findings of the 2012 and 2013 campaigns are described in detail and 
an interpretation as to the nature of the site is given, following an introduction 
into the history of slavery and the slave trade on St. Eustatius.

Chapter 16
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Slavery and the slave trade on St. Eustatius

In the 1630s the Dutch conquered parts of Brazil and Guinea. From this time on 
they improved their position as slave traders. In the period 1660-1670 Curaçao 
developed into an important slave depot for the West Indies. After 1730 everyone 
was allowed to export slaves from the Dutch West African coast, but had to pay 
tribute to the Dutch West India Company (WIC) to do so. The WIC lost a lot of 
money to smugglers who did not pay and could offer slaves for a cheaper price. On 
St. Eustatius these smugglers sold a lot of slaves, since the WIC failed to supply 
slaves time and time again.

As early as 1675 St. Eustatius provided the French, Spanish and English islands 
with African slaves. By 1725 the Dutch shipped 2000 to 3000 slaves annually 
to the island, almost all in transit. Slave ships brought their cargo to Statia to be 
auctioned to buyers from the surrounding islands. Fort Amsterdam, at Oranje 
Bay’s northern end, hosted slave auctions and served to store slaves. Initially, the 
main building consisted of only one storey; however, it was expanded to two 
storeys in 1726 in order to accommodate additional slaves. Sometimes the slaves 
were transferred from one ship to another without even setting foot ashore.

Enslaved Africans were delivered dressed, and if one wanted to get a good price 
for a slave, he/she needed to be well fed. The Statian slaves worked not only on 
plantations, but also as crewmen on ships, as ship workers, transporters of goods 
to and from ships, and as servants. They possibly also helped in distilling rum from 
illegally imported raw sugar. The Transatlantic slave trade reached its peak in the 
early 1770s. Towards the end of the eighteenth century people started to protest 
against slavery. The slave trade in the Dutch colonies was ended in 1814, but it was 
not until 1863 that the Dutch abolished slavery. 

In St. Eustatius’ urban center slaves lived both in and around the merchants’ 
homes; various inventories indicate that slave dwellings were part of these 
properties in addition to other outbuildings. There is also strong evidence that a 
large number of freed Africans lived in areas at the periphery of Oranjestad. On 
the plantations slaves lived in little villages, often referred to as the ‘slave quarters’ 
or ‘slave villages.’ Interestingly, whereas on most other Caribbean islands the slave 
dwellings were in sight of the plantation owner’s house, on Statia this was not 
the case, suggesting that surveillance of the slaves’ home lives was more limited. 
Elsewhere owners placed the slave houses in areas that were more easily observed. 
However, due to the small size of Statia the slave owners may have felt no need 
to constantly watch their slaves. As a result, the slaves of St. Eustatius probably 
experienced a much different physical and social environment than those living on 
other islands. On Statia slaves moved between the plantations and throughout the 
trading district with relative ease.

Thus, living conditions were likely less difficult for slaves on Statia compared 
to those in other places. Here they could earn money with which eventually they 
could purchase their freedom. These so called ‘free blacks’ would sometimes have a 
few slaves of their own. Nevertheless, it often happened that slaves tried to escape, 
not always without success. In 1750, a ship named the Young Elias lay at anchor 
at St. Eustatius. Four slaves captured the ship, hoisted sail and escaped to Puerto 
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Rico, where, once they were baptized, they did not have to worry about being sent 
back.

Research methodology

The site was investigated during two campaigns, each in three phases. In 2012 
a 45×15 m trench was excavated in three phases. The first phase consisted of 
removing the topsoil on a 45×5 m strip using a mechanical excavator with a 2-m 
wide smooth bucket. Two trenches of 45×5 m each were later added to the original 
trench. The trench was located on a slope: the thickness of the layer of topsoil 
ranged from 60 cm in the northern, lower part of the trench to 20 cm in its 
southern, higher part. Immediately below the top soil, a yellow layer of soil and 
gravel appeared in which a large number of features were identified.

Based on the results of the 2012 campaign and the area that was still available 
for excavation (many things are stored around the site), it was decided to expand 
the existing trench in three phases. The first two phases consisted of expanding 
the trench in east-west direction by adding two 45×4 m strips. The third phase 
comprised an expansion of 8×12 m on the southeastern corner.

All features deeper than 5 cm were photographed and drawn in section, and a 
site plan of all features was drawn. Drawings were made on weatherproof DECAL 
PS 097 drawing paper and digitized in Adobe Illustrator. All artifacts recovered 
from the features were collected and analyzed in the SECAR laboratory and 
subsequently stored at the SECAR storage facility.

Results and interpretation

The plan view of the excavation (Figure 16.1) shows 363 features comprising at 
least nine structures. Features included pits, plough scars, ditches, a hearth, and 
two animal burials, but the majority of features were postholes. On the basis of 
the spatial relationship of the features, the artifacts found in them, and the site’s 
location in the landscape and in relation to the neighbouring plantation buildings, 
the findings are interpreted as a slave settlement. The evidence can be detailed as 
follows.

Spatial relationship of the features

Many posthole features form rectangular structures, sometimes with pits inside. All 
structures except for Structure 6 are interpreted as slave dwellings. They consisted 
of postholes forming rectangular structures with areas between 8 and 21m². In 
Caribbean slave settlements, most activities such as cooking and socializing were 
done outside; the huts were places to sleep. Each hut probably housed several 
people. There were several ditches inside and around the settlement. The two 
parallel ditches in the southern part of the excavation probably mark the edge of 
the settlement. In the center of the excavation, three features filled with charcoal 
and burnt clay mark the location of a hearth. In the northern part of the excavation 
a fence likely marks the location of the provision grounds. On the northern and 
southern edges of the settlement, two animal burials were encountered.
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Artifacts from the features

More than half of the features contained artifacts, which provide clues as to the 
material culture used at the site. The majority of artifacts are ceramics and of these 
the third largest category are Afro-Caribbean wares. The many nails found in the 
excavation indicate that some dwellings in the Schotsenhoek slave village were, at 
least partly, constructed of wooden boards.

Figure 16.1: Plan of the excavation at the Schotsenhoek Plantation, St. Eustatius.
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Location in the wider plantation landscape

The estate owners of most plantations in the Caribbean wanted to keep a close 
eye on their slaves. As mentioned above, this was different on St. Eustatius. The 
configuration of plantation buildings on Statia was usually as follows: the Great 
House was located upwind from all other buildings; downwind from the Great 
House was the industrial complex (crushing mill, boiling house, curing house, rum 
distillery), downwind from the industrial complex and out of sight from the Great 
House was the slave village. This configuration could be seen at many plantations 
on the island including the the relatively large English Quarter and Fair Play estates 
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and the neighbouring Benners Plantation. The same configuration is also present 
at Schotsenhoek Plantation: the excavated site is located downwind from all other 
plantation buildings and out of sight from the Great House. SECAR hired an 
archaeological reconstruction artist for making a reconstruction drawing of the 
slave village and the neighboring plantation buildings (Figure 16.2).

Documentary evidence provides some clues on the slave villages at Schotsenhoek 
Plantation and the other estates of the island. Zimmerman l’aîné, a traveler who 
visited St. Eustatius in 1792, briefly described the slave villages on the island: ‘On 
each plantation there is usually a village of 30 to 40 little huts, where the poor 
creatures live.’ Thus, the Schotsenhoek slave village might have been substantially 
larger than the seven dwellings found during the excavation., Many slave huts are 
depicted on the 1781 P.F. Martin map. Apparently, there was a slave settlement at 
every plantation on the island. Zimmerman also made a sketch of a slave village 
(Figure 16.3), which gives some idea of what they may have looked like.

The 1781 P.F. Martin map shows the slave village at Schotsenhoek Plantation 
to be located on the northern side of Signal Hill. An inventory of all possessions 
of Mr. Venancio Fabio, dating to 30 April 1811, lists Schotsenhoek (called Naples 
at the time). According to this inventory, there were ‘two rows of negroe houses 

Figure 16.2: Reconstruction drawing of the slave settlement and adjacent buildings at the 
Schotsenhoek Plantation, St. Eustatius, based on archaeological and historical evidence. 
The seven dwellings found during the excavation are to be seen in the foreground with the 
provision grounds situated to the left and the hearth in the center of the settlement. Located 
upwind from the slave settlement was the industrial complex with an animal crushing mill, a 
boiling house, a curing house, a well, and a storage building. The buildings in the background 
are the Great House and kitchen where the plantation owner lived. The planter’s cemetery can 
be seen to the left. Drawing made by Andy Gammon, June 2013.
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built of wood, consisting of fourteen apartments’ at Schotsenhoek Plantation. 
The inventory further lists the names and occupations of the 68 slaves living 
and working at the plantation. This description might refer to the slave village 
shown on the 1781 map, but it is more likely that the village was relocated again, 
as the slave dwellings are listed amongst the other buildings related to the sugar 
plantation. This suggests that, at least in some instances, slave villages were never 
in the same place for a very long time.

Over 2000 artifacts were found during the excavation. The vast majority of 
ceramics collected from the features (566 fragments in all) comprised tin-glazed 
earthenware (62%), followed by slipware (10%), Afro-Caribbean ware (7%), other 
coarse earthenwares (6%), stoneware (4%), porcelain (3%), and whiteware (1%). 
Pearlware and creamware fragments only represent a very small portion of the total 
ceramic assemblage (3% and 4%, respectively), and were nearly all found in the 
southern part of Feature 418, a ditch which in its southern part was only covered 
by about 15 cm of topsoil. It is very likely that the pearlware and creamware 
fragments found in this ditch were ploughed into the feature after the slave village 
fell out of use. Consequently, they can be viewed as a form of contamination and 
should not be used in the analysis. Several plough scars just to the east of this ditch 
support this interpretation. Thus, the absence of pearlware in context suggests a 
pre-1780s date for the use of the settlement. The absence of creamware in context 
pushes the date back even further, and suggests that the site dates to before the 
1760s.

Eight Dutch pipe bowls with heel marks were found, two of which date to the 
periods 1679-1768 and 1684-1743, and six that have terminus post quem dates 
of 1720, 1726, 1731 and 1740. A drinking glass found in Feature 191 dates to 
between 1705 and 1715, while another drinking glass from Feature 418 also has 
an early eighteenth-century date. Part of a shoe buckle found in Feature 191 has 
a terminus post quem of 1720. Several other finds, including many wine bottle 

Figure 16.3: Statian slave village drawn by Zimmerman l’aîné in 1792.
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fragments and two drinking glass stems, also fall into the early- to mid-eighteenth-
century date range. The pipe fragments and other finds thus indicate that the site 
was in use during the early- to mid-eighteenth century.

Furthermore, a total of 86 iron nails were found, which indicate that some 
dwellings may have, at least partly, been made of wooden boards. The majority of 
nails were found in the southern parts of the excavation. Features that contained 
most nails were actually not part of any dwelling.

The large variety of artifacts indicates that the enslaved population of 
Schotsenhoek Plantation had access to many European goods, and were using 
relatively few locally made ceramics (Figure 16.4). Artifacts such as fish hooks, 
buckles, and grinding stones, provide a glimpse of the day-to-day lives of slaves 
working and living on this estate. Clearly, slaves were not only relying on their 
owners for food, but were collecting and preparing food themselves as well, as 
is evidenced by the fish hook and grinding stone found in the excavation. The 
shoe buckle found in one of the features indicates that some slaves may have been 
wearing shoes, which was not allowed in all Caribbean colonies. Whether slaves 
acquired these European goods through stealing, trade, or were perhaps gifts, is 
unclear, but the historic records point to a combination of these.

Figure 16.4: Polychrome Dutch Delftware plate, dating to 1730-1740. Eight of these plates 
were found on top of each other, all with the same decoration. The picture shows pieces from 
different plates on top of each other.

5 cm
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It was not possible to determine whether all structures were in use simultaneously. 
Given the spatial relationship between them, it seems that several probably were. 
However, the large number of postholes in the southeastern part of the excavation 
might indicate the location of several dwellings built at different times. In this area 
various alignments of postholes were to be seen, but no clear house plans could be 
identified. The structures and individual features can be described in more detail, 
as follows. 

Structure 1. This is the northernmost structure (Figure 16.1, red), measuring 5 
m in length and 3.25 m in width, a total area of approximately 16.25 m². It was 
oriented roughly east-west. There was no clear indication of the entrance. The 
structure consisted of eighteen postholes, all comprised of dark-grey and dark-
brown/grey loamy sand. All but one were sectioned; Posthole 4 was not sectioned 
because it was only 4 cm deep. The shallowest sectioned posthole (#70) was 8 
cm deep, the deepest one (#7) 38 cm. Four postholes exhibited a post mold. 
Six postholes contained artifacts and ecofacts: several fragments of tin-glazed 
earthenware and Afro-Caribbean ware, one fragment of Rhenish stoneware, several 
small glass fragments, one large nail, several pieces of coral and shell, and two 
pipestems.

Structure 2. This structure was situated south of Structure 1 (Figure 16.1, green). 
It measured 5.3 m in length and 2.25 m in width, a total area of approximately 12 
m². It was oriented roughly east-west. The entrance might have been located on 
the structure’s northern side, between Posts 15 and 90. The structure consisted of 
eighteen postholes, all comprised of dark-grey and dark-brown/grey loamy sand. 
All but two were sectioned; Postholes 94 and 203 were not sectioned because they 
were only 4 and 5 cm deep, respectively. The shallowest sectioned posthole (#57) 
was 11 cm deep, the deepest ones (#15, 59, 91, 95) 30 cm. One posthole exhibited 
a post mold. Five postholes contained artifacts and ecofacts: two fragments of tin-
glazed earthenware, one fragment of Rhenish stoneware, one fragment of slipware, 
two pieces of glass, three pipestems, one fragment of Afro-Caribbean ware, one 
fragment of iron, and one piece of coral.

Structure 3. This is the southernmost structure (Figure 16.1, light purple). It 
measured 4.25 m in length and 2.5 m in width, a total area of approximately 
10.5 m². It was oriented roughly east-west. The entrance might have been located 
on the structure’s southern side between Posts 146 and 148, or possibly between 
Posts 37 and 58. The structure consisted of nineteen postholes, all comprised 
of dark-grey and dark-brown/grey loamy sand. The fill of all postholes on the 
structure’s southwestern side consisted of dark-brown/grey loamy sand. All but 
one were sectioned; Posthole 37 was not sectioned because it was only 4 cm deep. 
The shallowest sectioned posthole (#70) was 11 cm deep, the deepest ones (#45 
and 149) 34 cm. One posthole exhibited a post mold. Five postholes contained 
artifacts and ecofacts: three fragments of tin-glazed earthenware, one fragment of 
Afro-Caribbean ware, one large fragment of Fulham stoneware, one fragment of 
salt-glazed stoneware, three pipestems, one pipebowl fragment, three nails, two 
pieces of glass, two bone fragments, one Cittarium pica shell, and one piece of flint.
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Structure 4. This the structure furthest to the northwest (Figure 16.1, dark blue), 
measuring 6 m in length and 3.5 m in width, a total area of approximately 21 
m². This was the largest structure encountered; it was oriented north-south. The 
entrance might have been located on the structure’s northern side, between Posts 
83 and 159. The structure consisted of sixteen postholes and one pit (#173), 
all comprised of dark-grey loamy sand. Postholes 161, 162 and 163 were not 
sectioned, as they were only 3, 5, and 5 cm deep, respectively. The shallowest 
sectioned posthole (#160) was 12 cm deep, the deepest one (#83) 42 cm. The 
pit had a maximum depth of 20 cm. The deepest postholes of this structure were 
found at its eastern side, the direction of the prevailing winds. Postholes 83, 158 
and 159 may mark the posts that formed a small porch. Nine features contained 
artifacts and ecofacts: five fragments of slipware, one fragment of Afro-Caribbean 
ware, one fragment of tin-glazed earthenware, two nails, one piece of scrap iron, 
three pipestems, one piece of coral, two bone fragments, three brick fragments, 
two undetermined stone artifacts, one half of a grindstone, one glass fragment, and 
a large chunk of mortar with plaster on one side.

Structure 5. This is the structure furthest to the southwest (Figure 16.1, light blue), 
measuring 7 m in length. It was not completely recorded, as too much soil was 
removed by the excavator in order to expose the ditch. The structure seems to have 
been oriented north-south. The documented part of this structure consisted of 
fifteen postholes and one sub-floor pit (#190), all comprised of dark-grey loamy 
sand. Postholes 187, 193 and 195 were not sectioned, as they were only 5, 4, 
and 5 cm deep, respectively. The shallowest sectioned posthole (#204) was 12 
cm deep, the deepest ones (#188, 189, 196) 48 cm. The pit had a maximum 
depth of 32 cm. The deepest postholes of this structure were found at its eastern 
side, the direction of the prevailing winds. Nine features contained artifacts and 
ecofacts: four fragments of tin-glazed earthenware, one ceramic gaming piece, one 
fragment of slipware, four bone fragments, two pipestems, four pieces of glass, one 
piece of coral, one nail, and one fragment of Afro-Caribbean ware. The subfloor 
pit (Feature 190) contained fourteen fragments of tin-glazed earthenware, three 
fragments of Afro-Caribbean ware, seven fragments of slipware, four pipestems, 
three pipebowl fragments, seven bone fragments, two fragments of stoneware, 
three nails, nine pieces of glass, and one fragment of coarse earthenware.

Structure 6. This is the row of posts in the northwestern corner of the excavation 
(Figure 16.1, orange), almost certainly representing a fence given the fact that the 
postholes were perfectly aligned, relatively shallow, and located on what is believed 
to be the edge of the settlement. It might have been a fence linked with the slaves’ 
provision grounds. It is highly likely that the structure continued further west 
of the excavation. The part of the structure that was documented consisted of 
eight postholes, all comprised of dark-grey loamy sand. The shallowest sectioned 
posthole (#66) was 8 cm deep, the deepest one (#156) 16 cm. One feature yielded 
two artifacts: a fragment of tin-glazed earthenware and one of Afro-Caribbean 
ware.
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Structure 7. This structure (Figure 16.1, yellow) is located between Structures 1 
and 2. It may have been a connection between the two structures. As there is no 
clear sign of a doorway into the other structures, it might have been a shed. The 
structure consisted of twelve postholes, all comprised of dark-grey loamy sand. 
Postholes 85 and 87 were not sectioned, as they were only 5 cm deep. Posthole 86 
was an estimated 12 cm deep, but had already been disturbed too much to record. 
The shallowest sectioned posthole (#88) was 10 cm deep, the deepest one (#14) 
18 cm. Two features contained artifacts: a glass fragment and a piece of tin-glazed 
earthenware.

Structure 8. This structure (Figure 16.1, dark purple), located at the excavation’s 
western part, measured approximately 4×2.5 m, covering a total area of about 10 
m². Oriented north-south, the structure’s entrance was facing north. It consisted of 
19 postholes, all comprised of dark-grey loamy sand. Feature 453 exhibited a post 
mold. Features 449 and 463 were not sectioned as they were less than 5 cm deep. 
The shallowest sectioned posthole (#457) was 9 cm deep, the deepest one (Feature 
464) 30 cm. Only one posthole (#454) contained artifacts. These consisted of 
four fragments of tin-glazed earthenware, one pipestem, and one fragment of a 
Cittarium pica shell.

Structure 9. This was the smallest dwelling (Figure 16.1, grey), located between 
Structures 4 and 8. It measured approximately 4×2 m, a total area of about 8 m². 
Oriented north-south, the structure’s entrance faced north. It consisted of fourteen 
postholes, all comprised of dark-grey and dark-brown loamy sand. Features 415, 
417, 420, 486, 487, 488, 490, and 491 were not sectioned as they were less than 
5 cm deep. The shallowest sectioned posthole (#416) was 6 cm deep, the deepest 
one (#413) 36 cm. Three features contained artifacts: two pieces of glass, one 
fragment of a Cittarium pica shell, one piece of tin-glazed earthenware, and one 
brick fragment.

Other features. Several other features are worth noting. Feature 100 was an animal 
burial. While it was not possible to identify the species in question because of the 
deteriorated condition of the skeleton, the positioning of the bones indicates that 
it was a quadruped. No artifacts were associated with this feature. Feature 468 
was an animal burial as well, which after analysis was found to be a donkey. This 
feature contained many artifacts, including ceramics, shell, and glass. The presence 
of creamware indicates that the slave village predates this burial.

Feature 110, with a depth of 3 cm, contained a large amount of charcoal. The 
nearby Features 107 and 108, both postholes, contained charcoal fragments and 
burnt clay. Feature 110 was thus most likely the site of a hearth.

Features 21, 191, 408, 418 and 429 were ditches with depths of 26, 26, 20, 
22, and 5 cm, respectively (Figure 16.5). Features 21, 408 and 429 contained 
surprisingly few artifacts, while Features 191 and 418 contained many. This may 
indicate that the latter two features mark the edge of the settlement where much 
waste was dumped. The ditches in the center of the settlement would have been 
kept clean. Features 133, 134, 505, and 579 were plough scars between 2 and 5 
cm deep.
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In addition to the numerous eighteenth-century finds, a twenty-minute search 
on the spoil heap resulted in the recovery of twenty pre-Columbian ceramic 
fragments, all dating to the late Saladoid period, contemporaneous with the Golden 
Rock site excavated near the airport in the 1980s. This indicates that most likely a 
prehistoric habitation site is to be found close by, although its exact location could 
not be determined.

Conclusions

From May 2012 to March 2013, a village of enslaved Africans was excavated at 
Schotsenhoek Plantation on St. Eustatius in the Dutch Caribbean. During the 
investigation, seven dwellings could be identified, in addition to five ditches, a 
hearth, two animal burials, several plough scars, and numerous postholes and pits. 
The features were clearly visible in a yellow layer of sand and gravel immediately 
below the topsoil. On the basis of the artifacts found during the excavation, the 
site was dated to the early- to mid-eighteenth century. The village was located 
on a slope downwind from the plantation’s industrial complex and Great House, 
and out of sight from the latter. This configuration can be seen on many sugar 
plantations on St. Eustatius, and suggests that Statian slaves may have enjoyed 
more freedom than slaves on other islands.

Over 2000 artifacts were found in the excavation. They shed light on the lives of 
the enslaved population of the Schotsenhoek estate. These artifacts clearly indicate 
that the slaves were using a wide variety of European goods in addition to some 
locally made ceramics. Whether these European goods were acquired through 
trade, stealing, or were perhaps gifts, is unclear, but the historic records point to 
a combination of these means. The favorable economic climate on St. Eustatius 

Figure 16.5: Section of Feature 191, a ditch on the edge of the settlement. Length of scale 50 cm.
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would have enabled slaves to acquire many goods that may have been out of reach 
for slaves on other islands. This is evidenced by the artifact assemblage from the 
Schotsenhoek slave village.

Historical and archaeological evidence shows that slave villages, at least in 
some instances, were not permanent settlements, but often moved from one place 
to another on a particular plantation. As slave dwellings were usually made of 
wattle-and-daub or wooden boards with thatched roofs, the structures were very 
vulnerable to tropical storms and hurricanes and needed to be rebuilt frequently. 
When the slave village found in this investigation was abandoned, it started to be 
used as a dumping area for the plantation, as is evidenced by the thousands of late-
eighteenth- to early-nineteenth-century artifacts found in the topsoil.

This excavation has provided many new insights into slave habitation sites, 
and represents one of the largest excavations of slave quarters in the Caribbean. 
Furthermore, it was shown that Dutch excavation methods – excavating a large 
area by removing the topsoil with a mechanical excavator until features are 
clearly visible in the layer below – can be a significant contribution to Caribbean 
historical archaeology. This way, large habitation sites can be completely excavated 
in a relatively short period of time. In addition, a very good overview of the site is 
given by the large trenches that are opened.

The settlement was not completely excavated because part of it was not under 
threat of development. The presence of Saladoid ceramics in the spoil heap further 
indicates that there is probably a pre-Columbian habitation site nearby. It is thus 
likely that many more structures, both prehistoric and historic, are present in this 
very rich archaeological area.33

33 SECAR would first and foremost like to thank everyone at NuStar Energy L.P., but especially Mike 
McDonald and Tony Durby, for allowing us to conduct this research on their property. Special thanks 
are due to Professor Corinne L. Hofman and Dr. Menno L.P. Hoogland of the Faculty of Archaeology 
at Leiden University, and Suzanne Sanders, who assisted us with the fieldschool. We received help 
in the field from many people: Gudrun Labiau, Benjamin Hull, Saskia Clausager, Amanda Guzman, 
Esther Plomp, Olga Schats-van Driessen, Brooke Mealey, Katrien Janin, and the entire EUROTAST 
research group: Hannes Schroeder, Erna Johannesdottir, Jessica Hendy, Judy Watson, Carlos da 
Silva Jr., Cesar Fortes Lima, Marcela Sandoval Velasco, Hákon Jónsson, Ryan Espersen, Petr Triska, 
Anuradha Jagadeesan, Sarah Abel, and Winston Phulgence. We are indebted to Rianne van Rijswijk 
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and the field school.
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